Manufactured by Atlas Roofing Corporation, Gemini™ Pre-Cut Tapered Polyiso Roof Insulation is the industry’s leading line of prefabricated low-slope drainage solutions. Providing positive slope with a variety of tapered transitions, the Gemini™ product family is a cost effective solution that reduces jobsite waste while minimizing material handling and installation time.

**Gemini™ CKT Pre-Cut Cricket**

1998—Atlas kicks off the Gemini™ Pre-Cut Tapered Polyiso Roof Insulation series with the industry’s first “off the shelf” pre-cut cricket. The Gemini™ CKT was designed to reduce labor and waste resulting from field fabricating crickets. This Atlas innovation was the first of the Atlas pre-cut tapered insulation products.

**Gemini™ DST Drain Strip**

2004—Atlas introduces the Gemini™ Drain Set. This product is the industry’s first one-piece pre-cut drain sump. The Gemini™ DST is the only 4’ × 4’ drain sump that does not require field assembly by the contractor.

**Gemini™ MTR Pre-Cut Miter**

2007—Atlas releases the Gemini™ Miter. This product solves the problem of field fabricating tapered insulation hips, valleys and drain sumps. The Gemini™ MTR is the industry’s first one-piece 4’ × 4’ pre-fabricated tapered insulation mitered corner.

**Gemini™ TES Tapered Edge Strip**

2009—Atlas adds another great product to the Gemini™ Series of Pre-Cut Tapered Polyiso Roof Insulation, the Gemini™ Tapered Edge Strip. Gemini™ TES is the industry’s first Zero Edge tapered polyiso solution.

Visit our website to download a copy of the ACFoam® Polyiso Roof Insulation Guide Specification.